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Collecting - A part of a collection started in the 1920s 

or before. (perhaps 1914 to 1951) 

A strange set of circumstances, really quite unusual, resulted in a collector from the 1920s 

who died in 1951 leaving part of his collection and the papers relating to it to a daughter 

who lived into her 90s and died not long ago. The person to whom these pieces passed also 

got with them some of the papers from the original collector. 

Hence there were old pewter pieces and provenance from the 1920s. Considering that every 

30 years or so such collections usually are broken up at auction, and the papers more often 

than not go missing, then this is a fairly unusual opportunity to see how an early collection 

was formed. 

This article shows the pieces that were eventually sold as one lot to our writer. They have 

been listed with details taken from the documents with the collection. 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

These documents include purchase invoices, letters and offers to sell from 

and to  - 

Ian Anderson Antiques of 12 Randolph Place Queensferry Street, Edinburgh 3 in.........1935 

and 1937 

A. S. Brass of 43 George Street, Edinburgh......................................................................1924 

Malcolm Cameron of 185 Mansfield Road, Nottingham................................................1951 

Christie Manson & Woods Ltd of Stratford Place, London W1........................................1943 

Aitken Mackenzie and Clapperton of 2 West Regent Street, Glasgow.............................1935 

The Collectors Shoppe of 159, west Nile Street, Glasgow C1............................................1937 

A Fynde (F Bevan) 16 Park Road, Regents Park, London NW1............      .......1924.1925.1926. 

The Old Pewter Shop (Charles Casimir) 49 George St, Baker St, London W1...........1935.1936 

H & A Kimbell 182 Aldersgate Street, London EC1.......................................................1934 

Alfred Megson, 16 Montpellier Parade, Harrogate......................................................1925  (a 

letter concerning repairs especially done) 

Geo Findlay, 16 sandyford Place, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow C1................................1936 
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Muirhead Moffat & Co 132-136 Blythswood Street, Glasgow 

C2...........................1933.35.38.40.49.51 

James McNair 82 Lady Lawson Street, Edinburgh....................................................1933 

Richard Neate, 92 Albany Street, Regents Park, London NW1..................................1927.1935 

Richard Mundey, 40 Sterndale Road, London W14...................................................1936 

Edward Nield, 223 Corporation Street, 

Preston..........................................................1937.38.39. 

Spink & Son Ltd, (e Christie Manson & Woods) London SW1.....................................1937 

S M Wolsey 71 & 72 Buckingham Gate London SW1...............................................1934 

Waring & Gillow, 122 Bold Street, Liverpool............................................................1924 

Capt A V Sutherland Graham & The Society of Pewter Collectors.........................1935 

A H Isher (the most documents) 19 Bennington Street, 

Cheltenham............1935.36.37.38.40.-49. 

 

This collector was proud enough of his collection to produce a range of postcards showing 

pieces from his collection. Some of these are scanned into this article later. 

There are Inventories from 1935 and 1943. It is apparent that old pewter was owned by this 

collector from 1914 at least. Photographs of a classic house with the Old Pewter on display, 

some letters from other collectors all together help to give a picture of how a collection 

might have been formed in this period. 

There follows photos and details of the remains of the collection passed on with the 

correspondence - and some photos and adverts saved by the original collector. 

The point of this article is not that this pewter is enormously valuable or especially scarce 

but that it was a careful collection of its time with some documents detailing original 

purchase and discussions of the time. It likely cost the original collector in the region of 

£500+ in the period 1914-1951. 

This collector took photographs of his collection at his front door, perhaps, though the 

house inside where the collection was displayed about looks grander.  Front door 

photographs were not uncommon, probably the light outdoors was thought preferable. He 

also produced a small range of post cards featuring his collection, interesting in themselves 

but also as what they show that was not in the remaining part which this article features. 

The outdoor photos and postcards feature below - 
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Ref 
No. 

A 
Or B 
ref 

item Ht to 
top of 
thumb 
piece...
or 

Ht to 
top 
of 
Rim 
...or 

Info Photo 

13.001 AB Dome lidded Pint 
Tankard as a piece
in the Williamsberg 

 
 
A likely date perhaps 
c1730-1750
PS11196 Southern 
England

 

14cm 11cm Purchased from A 
Fynde 1924 for £6 
 
The mark appears 
To be a double 
lozenge in the 
lower one is 
I  B with stars 
between the I  
and B and a
 grid above like

 
13.002 AC Dome lidded Pint 

Tankard 
 

 

15cm 12cm I C Crane Bewdley 
 
Purchased from 
Megson of 
Harrogate in ??? 
For £1.19s.6d. 
1800-1838 
 
A likely date 
perhaps c 1820 
 

a sunrise perhaps
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13.003 AD Tall York Flagon 29cm 23.5c

m 
L Terry (beaded 
mark - 1st Terry?) 
 
No bezels 
showing in mark 
and perhaps a 
date below the 
remains of initials 
Diff thumbpiece 
but similar to 
piece shown  as in 
Auckland 
Museum NZ 
 
Purchased from 
Sutherland-
Graeme in 1937 
for 21 Gns 
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13.004 AE Beefeater Flagon 
11cm rim diameter 

24cm 19cm Purchased from 
Sutherland-
Graeme in 1936 
Ex Kirby Mason 
Collection 17gns 
 
No marks - writes 
c1675 

 
13.005 AF Beefeater Flagon 

9.5cm rim diam 
26cm 19cm Cotterell no 5700 

in his book 
bought from Isher 
for 25 gns 
 
Lion Rampant 
mark to handle 
 
RT initials above 
Lion 
 
See PS 33 
RG c1670- 
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13.006 AG Dome Lidded Quart 

Tankard 
Listed as bought 
from Kimbell for £8 
Said to be c1710 
 
Said to be IB but 
clearly RB and dating 
same(?) 

19cm 14.3c
m 

Mark RB PS1442 
1710-1730 (?) 
(M930) 
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13.007 AH Dome Lidded Quart 
Tankard with 
repaired 
denticulations and 
ramshorn 
thumbpiece 
 
Although this ticket 
was in this piece it 
could perhaps be in 
the wrong piece. 
 
The dating of this 
letter "I" with the 
bar across could be 
helpful as some 
marks have the bar 
and some do not. At 
first glance it looks 
as though the bar 
across will be earlier, 
but what dates does 
it signify? 
 
 

18.5cm 14cm Marked I B to 
denticulated rim 
 
Bought from A 
Fynde in 1925 for 
£7.10 
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13.008 AI Tappit Hen of Chopin 
size with finial -  

This Tappit hen is 
from Glasgow – 
(Edinburgh did not 
make them.) 
Characteristic is the 
foot rim and large 
thumb  piece. Often 
a five- part hinge. 
The initials are of 
husband and wife. 

 
 
Said to be 
preimperial size and 
cost £6 from Moffat 
in 1935 

24 cm 
to top 
of finial 

7.7c
m 
uppe
r rim 
diam 

Initials church 
wardens? 

 

13.009 AJ Plain Rim Plate 
Marked Francis 
Garden Campbell of 
TROUP and intials 
and Troup to rim. 
 
Bought from Moffat 
with two Tassies for 
£2.10 

9 3/4" 
diam 

 Aldersons 
superfine label to 
back? 
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13.010 AK Plain Rim Plate 

 
Bought from 
Campbell of 
Prestwick likely 
1920s for £1.10s. 

9 1/2" 
diam 

 Charles Clark of 
Waterford 

 
13.011 AL Tazza with 

gadrooning. 
Top likely lay metal, 
base likely better 
 
Described as a footd 
patten and 
purchased from 
Isher in 1936 for £10 
and dated c1708 
attributed to John 
Shorey Jnr. 

8 3/4" 
diam 

3" 
tall 

God protect two 
marks of John 
Shorey (likely 
1st?) 
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13.012 AM European lidded 
porringer, spoon 
holder opening 
 
Is this the Foreign 
Caudle Cup 
purchased from 
Kimbell London in 
1936 for £3.5s.(?) 

11.2cm 
rim 
diam 

4.5c
m 
rim 
heig
ht 

Angel type mark 
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13.013 AN 2 Chalices 

 
Listed as a gift from 
a Mrs Fraser in 1930 

23cm 
height 

13cm 
rim 
diam 

Tarbet 1805 
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13.014 
 

AO Wine Bottle Holder 5" 
diamete
r 

1.8" 
heig
ht 

Mark to centre? 
two hall marks 
under base? 
The first is a lion 
rampant and the 
second is a horse 

 
13.015 AP Bleeding Bowl levels 

marked 
13cm 
diamete
r 

5cms 
heig
ht 

No makers marks 
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13.016 AQ 1/2 Pint Beaker 11.5cm 
tall 

8.5c
m 
diam
eter 

3 flowers for 
Francis Gerardin. 
Or the later 
Gerardin & 
Watson 
 
1797-1821 
 
Distinctive C to 
centre clearly 
seen. perhaps the 
French sign for 
common metal, if 
so - made earlier 
rather than later. 
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13.017 AR 3 unmarked egg 
cups 

5.5cm 
diam 

6cm 
heig
ht 
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13.018 AS Duck and hen 
Pewter measure 
Irish - 1893? 
verification VR over 
42 ? 
 
42 was the 
verification number 
for Kilkenny 

7.5cm 
height 

 1/2 Noggin mark 
on larger cup 
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13.019 AT Funnel misshapen 
and unmarked 

13cm 
height 

9cm 
(?) 
diam 
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13.020 AU Broad Rimmed 
Damaged Plate 
Some marks 
 
Likely purchased 
Isher 1936 for £6 
 
Nearest mark shown 
is PS11188 with 
dates given as 1660-
1680 
 
Ownership marks 
four square so 
perhaps a patten 
 
Likely three 
hallmarks with heart 
in second 

15" 
diam 

3" 
Rim 

(40%) 
Booge split (1/2) 
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13.021 AV Bowl Unmarked 

 
But scratched to the 
back very small is 
Tarbat Parish Kirk 
 
And larger written is 
"Baby Bowl" 
 
Sold to Geoff Lock 
AUS on 28.02.13. 

9" 
diamete
r 

2.25" 
dept
h 
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13.022 AW Broad Rimmed Plate 
Marks 
 
Purchased from 
Neate in 1925 for £2 
 
Made by George 
Smith born 
Derbyshire 
apprenticed London 
worked later in 
Derby (1673-) 
 
PS96 dates given 
1651 - 1698 

15" 
diam 

2.75" 
rim 

(36.7%) rim 
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13.023 AX Broad Rimmed Plate 13.75" 
diam 

2.6" 
rim 

Walter Sturt 
maker  
London 
1668-1690 
(37.8%) rim 
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13.024 AY Single reeded plate 
 
Likely part of a 
purchase of ten all 
named bought for 
£4.17s.6d. 

9" 
diamete
r 

 Williams of 
Falmouth marks 
 
c1720 
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13.025 AZ 2 plain pewter 
dishes 
 
Bought from Corkhill 
for £2.2s.8d. before 
1935 

9 1/2" 
diamete
r 

1" 
deep 

Crown over G  
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13.026 BA Dish 
 
 

12 diam 2" 
deep 

No marks 

 
13.027 
 

BC HIP Flask 3.75" 
diam 

1.5" 
deep 

Legend perhaps? 
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13.029 BE Four Scottish Ball & 

Bar Measures 
1/2pt.gill.gill.1/2gill 
 
 
Mark in verified 
Imperial Gill 
 

 
 
Robert Whyte of 
Edinburgh working 
1805 - 1851 
 
 
 
 

various as See illus 
 
Largest 
purchased 
Anderson Edin 
1926 for £1 
3 1/4" purchased 
McNair Edin 1926 
For £2.5s. 
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Marks in others 
simply two rings 
similar to below 
 

 
 
It was apparently 
thought that the 1/2 
pint was never 
produced. 
This writer has been 
unable to find any  
other 1/2 pint 
anywhere. 
Is this half pint 
imperial then unique 
?- how unlikely is 
that? 
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13.030 BF Unlidded baluster 6.375" 
height 

3.87
5" 
diam 
rim 

Distinct crowned 
X in base 
 

 

 
13.031 BG 3 Double volute 

measures 
 
 
Sold the 1/2 pt to 
Geoff Lock AUS on 
28.02.13. 

1/2 pt 
Gill 
1/2 gill 

 Unmarked 
1/2pt purchased 
from Lee of 
Huddersfield  
£3 
Said to be c1740 
Gill purchased 
Kimbell London 
1924 
"1.7s. 
1/2 gill purchased 
Kimbell london 
1926 £1.7s. 
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13.032 BH Spouted Pint 

measure 
Barrel type 
 
Almost certainly a 
reproduction - oft 
considered to be a 
Richard Neate 
produced fake - but 
there is no evidence 
for that view 
whatsoever. 
More likely made by 
Norseman 
Reproductions or 
Robert Normansell 
of Birmingham 

  Repro NR marks 
c1910-20 
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13.033 BI  
An early mug
 from the later
 part of the 
reign of Charles II
c1685.
Found in silver,
only one other
 known in pewter
and that in a
 different size and
handle.
The style did not 
last as it is 
difficult to
drain - more
important for poor 
folk to drink up
than those who
might buy silver.
Hence really scarce
in pewter and very
costly and scarce
 in silver.

 
3.52 
height 

3" 
diam 
to 
rim 

Mark under base 
 

" A       I " 
 
Likely an 
ownership mark 
but if a makers 
mark then 
perhaps not as 
early as those 
find with the bar 
across the I. 
 
It holds just over 
15.1 fl ozs  
 Likely 3 gills of
an Ale Gallon
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13.034 BJ Batchelors Tea Pot 7" to 
top of 
finial 

2.75" 
rim 
diam
eter 

Beehive over 2 - 
Joseph Morgan of 
Manchester 1828 
- onwards 
 
Also used by J 
Morgan & Co in 
Birmingham 
1860-c1872 
 
Are there many 
teapots produced 
by Morgan? 
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13.035 BK Unlidded Baluster 
measure split ball 
lower handle 
terminal 
 
Lower terminal 
repair now failing 
 
This holds 17.24 fl 
ozs - so is this Old 
English Wine  
Standard?  

5" 
height 

3" 
rim 
diam
eter 

unmarked 
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13.036 BL Unlidded Baluster 5" 
height 

3.25" 
rim 
diam 

Crown WR Marks 

 
13.037 BM Pre Imperial 

Bewdley Mug (?) 
4.75" 
height 

3.75" 
top 
rim 

Vague Hall marks 
but mark in base 
is clearly that of 
Crane & Stinton 
working 1807-
1821 the piece 
holds about 16.2 
fl ozs - so a bit 
much for Old 
English Ale - but 
then measured 
very full. 
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13.038 BN Spice Pot Overall 

ht 10cm 
 G Simpson 

1757-1796 
 
But where is the 
mark? 
 
An authority on 
these suggests 
that whereas this 
is a commonly 
found form of 
these scarce 
pieces dating is 
more likely 1730-
1750 and there is 
no evidence they 
were made in 
Ireland and the 
other Simpson in 
Perth is likely for 
later in the 1800s. 
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13.039 BO Wigan Pint Mug  4.5" tall 3.37
5" 
rim 
diam
eter 

Bolton & Wylde 
Hall Marks - 
inside base to 
clean -bottom 
verified but 
pushed up 
 
1822-1835 
 
Marks in the base 
are remains of 
three punches as 
often found 
 
(Perhaps lion 
rampant) 
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13.034 BP Pair of Simple Salts 5.5cm 
tall 

3.75c
m 
diam
eter 

 

 
13.041 BQ Scottish lidded 

measure shell 
thumbpiece gone(?) 

  Crown VR over 
204 for Ayr 
GLW 1865 
engraved 
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13.044 F 12 Gill Bellied (1/2?) 2.25" 
tall 

1.87
5" 
rim 
diam 

Various marks 
 
203 is Ayr County 
after 1879 
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13.045 E Milk or Cream Jug in 
Britannia Metal 

3.125" 
tall 

 Unmarked stylish 
shape 

 
13.046 C Bellied Gill 

 
 
 
 
Sold to Geoff Lock 
AUS 
On 28.02.13. 

2 3/4" 
tall 

2" 
rim 
diam 

Crown WR 
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13.047 Y Unlidded small 

Baluster 
2 3/8" 
tall 

1 
1/2" 
rim 
diam 

Various marks 
 
WRIV crowned 
over (DR ?) 
An Irish mark 
and 
YNR - Yorkshire 
North Riding 
 
This holds 2.6 fl 
ozs so likely a 1/2 
gill to OEA 
standard. 
 The handle does 
not look right but 
then inside it 
looks as though 
the two halves 
were soldered 
together as 
made.  
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